Part one: Programme Specification
Course record information
Name and level of final award: MA Urban and Regional Planning
Name and level of intermediate Postgraduate Diploma
awards: Postgraduate Certificate
Awarding body/institution: University of Westminster
Status of awarding Recognised Body
body/institution:
Location of delivery: Marylebone Campus
Language of delivery and English
assessment:
Course/programme leader: Dr Suzy Nelson
Course URL: http://www.westminster.ac.uk/courses/subjects/planninghousing-and-urban-design/postgraduate-courses/fulltime/p09fpubp-ma-urban-and-regional-planning

Mode and length of study: MA - usually 1 year full time or 2 years part time
PG Diploma - up to 4 years part time
PG Certificate – up to 2 years part time
University of Westminster UBPPUBP
course code:
JACS code: K400
UK PASS code: MA: 004384
Postgraduate Diploma: 052063
Postgraduate Certificate: 052064
QAA subject benchmarking N/A
group:
Professional body accreditation: MA has RTPI accreditation as a combined planning

degree.
Neither Postgraduate Diploma nor Postgraduate
Certificate on its own meets RTPI requirements for Initial
Planning Education.
Date of course MA: 2004/2011
validation/review:
Date of programme 2014/15
specification:
Admissions requirements
A good first degree (such as a 2.2 or better) from UK or Ireland, a comparable qualification
from overseas or membership of an appropriate professional body.
Where English is not your first language, IELTS score of at least 6.5 is required.
In particular circumstances applicants may obtain accreditation of prior certified learning or
accreditation of prior experiential learning. Further details of procedure for accreditation
of
prior
learning
are
available
from
http://www.westminster.ac.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/105923/Section-4-aplregulations-2012.pdf.
Aims of the course
The aim of the course is to enable students to develop a broad understanding of the
knowledge, skills and values relevant to spatial planning and sustainable development, and
an ability to apply these to professional practice. It aims to equip students with the
understanding and skills to enter a career involving the management of the spatial
dimension of social, economic, technological, environmental and political changes. The
course examines planning in both urban and rural areas, but the emphasis is on urban
planning. The course aims also to provide students with the opportunities to explore ideas,
perspectives and debates to a considerable degree of depth in one distinct area of planning.
Through the educational programme provided, the course aims to meet the needs of
employers for staff able to undertake critical thinking about space and place as the basis for
action and intervention. The MA course aims also to enable students to achieve the learning
outcomes that the RTPI defines as those necessary for accreditation, and to achieve the first
stage in the process of achieving professional membership. It aims to instil in students the
positive attitude to lifelong learning that is necessary to practise as a professional planner.
The MA course is a combined planning programme: it provides both the spatial and
specialist elements of planning education. The proportion of the course devoted to each
element is in accordance with the requirements of the RTPI Policy Statement on Initial
Planning Education: two-thirds of the course is devoted to the spatial planning element, and
one-third is devoted to the specialist element. The latter includes a significant element of
investigative work, culminating in the submission of a dissertation.
The Postgraduate Diploma and Postgraduate Certificate provide routes for other built
environment professionals to deepen their understanding of the knowledge, skills and values
relevant to spatial planning and sustainable development, but neither on its own meets the
RTPI requirements for initial education in spatial planning. The Postgraduate Diploma and
Postgraduate Certificate on their own do not fulfil the requirement of the RTPI Policy
Statement on Initial Planning Education, but if students have already have an accredited
RTPI specialist qualification, it may be possible to obtain combined RTPI accreditation. If

applicants to the Postgraduate Diploma or Postgraduate Certificate are seeking RTPI
combined accreditation, they should consult the course leader.
The course strongly emphasises the importance of inter-disciplinary working. Professionals
from a range of disciplines working together is seen as essential to creating sustainable
communities. On some modules students are taught alongside international planning, urban
design and housing students, which gives students an understanding of the role of different
disciplines and the experience of working collaboratively across disciplines.
The objectives of the programmes are:
i.

To provide students with a critical understanding of sustainable development and how
spatial planning can enhance people’s lives by improving the quality of places and the
organization of space, and can contribute to mitigation and adaption to climate change;

ii.

To equip students with a critical awareness of the social, economic and environmental
forces which influence spatial requirements for land and resources in different local,
regional, national and supra-national contexts, and the activities of public, private and
voluntary institutions in responding to these forces;
To enhance the students’ critical understanding of, and expertise in, the wide range of
skills, techniques, strategies and methods of policy formulation and implementation
which are essential for effective working in the planning and related professions in
making and managing places;

iii.

iv. To provide students with an understanding of the roles of other professionals involved in
the production of the built environment and to promote effective inter-disciplinary
working;
v.

To develop students’ abilities to critically analyse issues and to adapt to a changing
context, and to develop in students the qualities of a reflective practitioner who sees the
acquisition of knowledge and skills as a lifelong process;

vi. To provide students with the ability to explore ideas, perspectives and debates to a
considerable degree of depth in one distinct area of planning (MA only).
Employment and further study opportunities
Today’s organisations need graduates with both good degrees and skills relevant to the
workplace, ie employability skills. The University of Westminster is committed to developing
employable graduates by ensuring that:
•

Career development skills are embedded in all courses

•

Opportunities for part-time work, placements and work-related learning activities are
widely available to students

•

Staff continue to widen and strengthen the University’s links with employers in all
sectors, involving them in curriculum design and encouraging their participation in other
aspects of the University’s career education and guidance provision

•

Staff are provided with up-to-date data on labour market trends and employers’
requirements, which will inform the service delivered to students.

Staff teaching on the course have excellent links with practice and are actively involved in
Planning Aid for London, the Planning Officers Society and a number of the RTPI networks.
Visiting lecturers regularly share their experience of practice with students.

Part-time students work in a range of planning agencies including government, regional
bodies, local governments and the private sector. Graduates from the full-time course take
up opportunities in all of these sectors.

Learning outcomes
Learning outcomes are statements on what successful students have achieved as the result
of learning. These threshold statements of achievement are linked to the knowledge,
understanding and skills that a student will have gained on successfully completing a course.
The MA in Urban and Regional Planning has been designed to meet the RTPI’s learning
outcomes, but has been developed also to comply with the University’s Teaching Learning
and Assessment Policy and Strategy 2009-11. The RTPI learning outcomes listed in the
matrix below focus primarily on the type of knowledge and subject specific skills that should
be acquired by the students, and do not disaggregate the key transferable and employability
skills that the course provides.
Transferable and employability skills are developed in specific modules, but are embedded
in and developed throughout the MA. Career management skills are developed in a number
of modules, but students will also receive additional guidance on careers and employment
opportunities.
The learning outcomes for the Postgraduate Diploma or Postgraduate Certificate will vary
depending on the combination of modules chosen.

Explain and demonstrate how spatial
planning operates within the context of
IA
CA
institutional and legal frameworks.
Generate integrated and well substantiated
responses to spatial planning challenges.
I
I
Reflect on the arguments for and against
spatial planning and particular theoretical
approaches, and assess what can be learnt IA
CA
from experience of spatial planning in
different contexts and spatial scales.
Demonstrate how efficient resource
management helps to deliver effective
I
I
spatial planning
Explain the political and ethical nature of
spatial planning and reflect on how
I
CA
planners work effectively within democratic
decision-making structures.
Explain the contribution that planning can
make to the built and natural environment
I
I
and in particular recognise the implications
of climate change.
Debate the concept of rights and the legal
and practical implications of representing
I
CA
these rights in planning decision making
process.
Evaluate different development strategies
and the practical application of
development finance; assess the
implications for generating added value for
the community.
Explain the principles of equality and
equality of opportunity in relation to spatial
I
CA
planning in order to positively promote the
involvement of different communities, and
evaluate the importance and effectiveness
of community engagement in the planning
process
I = outcome is introduced to students here
C = further work / consolidation of outcome is done here
A = outcome is assessed here
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Graduates of the course should be able to:
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and Practice 1
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Evaluate the principles and processes of
design for creating high quality places and
enhancing the public realm for the benefit of
all in society.
Demonstrate effective research, analytical,
evaluative and appraisal skills and the ability I
I
to reach appropriate, evidence based
decisions.
Recognise the role of communication skills
in the planning process and the importance
I
I
of working in an inter-disciplinary context,
and be able to demonstrate negotiation,
mediation, advocacy and leadership skills.
Distinguish the characteristics of a
professional, including the importance of
I
CA
upholding the highest standards of ethical
behaviour and a commitment to lifelong
learning and critical reflection so as to
maintain and develop professional
competence.
I = outcome is introduced to students here
C = further work / consolidation of outcome is done here
A = outcome is assessed here
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Engage in theoretical, practical and ethical
debate at the forefront of the area of the
I
specialism in the context of spatial planning
Evaluate the social, economic,
environmental and political context for the
I
area of specialism.
Evaluate the distinctive contribution of the
specialism to the making of place and the
I
mediation of space.
Demonstrate the relationship within a spatial
planning context of the particular area of
I
specialism to other specialist areas of
expertise.
Demonstrate the type and quality of skills
that would be expected of a graduate from
this specialism undertaking the practice
experience period of the APC.
Assess the contribution of the specialism to
the mitigation of, and adaptation to, climate
change.
I = outcome is introduced to students here
C = further work / consolidation of outcome is done here
A = outcome is assessed here
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Specific skills
Graduates of the course should be able to demonstrate skills in:
• Critical analysis
• Research, including problem definition, data collection and qualitative and quantitative
analysis
• Written and oral communication
• Inter-disciplinary team working, negotiation, and collaborative working.
• Understanding diversity and difference in all contexts
• Design awareness and ability to understand and present information graphically
• Independent learning and a methodological approach to exploring an issue or problem in
depth
• Self management including setting targets, managing time and resources, working to
deadlines and balancing conflicting demands.

•

Personal development planning

Learning, teaching and assessment methods
Teaching combines lectures, seminars and workshops with individual and group tutorials.
Assessment for all core modules is 100% course work and for all option modules except
transport option for which the assessment is 50% course work and 50% examination. The
course delivery encourages reflective and critical thinking, helping students to extend
existing skills and competencies.
Course structure
This section shows the core and option modules available as part of the MA course and their
credit value. Full-time Postgraduate MA students are expected to complete 180 credits in
one academic year. Part time students will normally complete the 180 credits in two
academic years.
The Postgraduate Diploma and the Postgraduate Certificate are available as target and exit
awards. To obtain the Postgraduate Diploma students must successfully complete 120
credits, including core modules worth a minimum of 100 credits. To obtain the Postgraduate
Certificate students must successfully complete 60 credits, including core modules worth a
minimum of 40 credits.
The field trip is an important element of the MA course. It takes place in the first semester of
Masters students’ studies. It introduces students to key skills and knowledge which students
develop further in other modules. Although the assessment for the field trip does not
contribute to students’ overall mark, it is compulsory for Masters students and students must
pass the assessment to be awarded a Masters degree.

MA Urban and Regional Planning
Semester 2

Planning Theory &
Practice 1

Planning Theory &
Practice 2

Year 1

Semester 1

Project Module Making and Managing Places

Field trip

Option

Year 2

Sustainable Cities

Research Methods
Skills for Planning
Practice

Dissertation

Module code

Module title

Status

UK credit

ECTS

APLN701

Planning Theory and Practice 1

Core

20

10

APLN707

Planning Theory and Practice 2

Core

20

10

APLN703

Planning Field Trip

Core

0

0

APLN702

Making and Managing Places

Core

40

20

APLN704

Sustainable Cities

Core

20

10

APLN705

Research Methods

Core

10

5

APLN706

Skills for Planning Practice

Core

10

5

APLN708

Dissertation

Core

40

20

AURD705

Public Realm

Option

20

10

AHSG700

Housing and Regeneration

Option

20

10

APLN711

Public Participation and Engaging Communities

Option

20

10

APLN710

Environmental Policy, Assessment and Climate Change

Option

20

10

AURD706

Conservation Policy and Practice

Option

20

10

AURD707

Street Design in Practice

Option

20

10

AURD711

Urban Risk and Resilience

Option

20

10

4TRN7B2

Traffic and Streets

Option

20

10

Please note: Not all option modules will necessarily be offered in any one year.

Academic regulations
The MA Urban and Regional Planning and its intermediate awards operate in accordance
with the University's Academic Regulations and the Framework for Higher Education
Qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland published by the Quality Assurance
Agency for Higher Education (QAA) in 2008.
All students should make sure that they access a copy of the current edition of the general
University handbook called Essential Westminster, which is available at
westminster.ac.uk/essential-westminster. The following regulations should be read in
conjunction with Section 18: Modular Framework for Postgraduate Courses and relevant
sections of the current Handbook of Academic Regulations, which is available at
westminster.ac.uk/academic-regulations

Award
To qualify for the award of MA Urban and Regional Planning, a student must have:
i) obtained a minimum of 180 credits at Level 7 (this may include a maximum of 30
credits at Level 6 where validated as part of the award);
ii) attempted modules worth no more than 240 credits.
Note:

A first attempt of any module will count as an attempt, and a re-attempt of any
module that a student has failed will count as a further, separate attempt. Reassessment following referral at the first sit will not count as a further separate
attempt. for the relevant Course Scheme.

iii) obtain 160 credits in core modules and 20 credits in a option module.
The University may award:
•

a Masters Degree with Merit to a student whose marks average at least 60% across
modules at Level 7.

•

a Masters Degree with Distinction to a student whose marks average at least 70%
across the modules at Level 7.

To qualify for the award of Postgraduate Diploma Urban and Regional Planning a
student must:
ii) obtain a minimum of 120 credits at Level 7;
ii)
obtain 100 credits for core modules and 20 credits for an option module or 120
credits for core modules

The University may award:
- a Postgraduate Diploma with Merit to a student whose marks average at least 60%
across the modules contributing to the award, where the Certificate is the target
award rather than an intermediate award conferred following failure in one or more
modules;
- a Postgraduate Diploma with Distinction to a student whose marks average at least
70% across the modules contributing to the award, where the Diploma is the target
award rather than an intermediate award conferred following failure in one or more
modules.

To qualify for the award of Postgraduate Certificate Urban and Regional Planning a
student must:
i) obtain a minimum of 60 credits at Level 7;
ii) obtain 40 credits for core modules and 20 credits for an option module or 60
credits in core modules.
Support for students
Upon arrival, an induction programme will introduce students to the staff responsible for the
course, the campus on which they will be studying, the Library and IT facilities and to the
Faculty Registry. Students will be provided with the Course Handbook, which provides
detailed information about the course. Students are allocated a personal tutor who can
provide advice and guidance on academic matters.
Learning support includes four libraries, each holding a collection of resources related to the
subjects taught at their Faculty. Students can search the entire library collection online
through the Library Search service to find and reserve printed books, and access electronic
resources (databases, e-journals, e-books).
Students can choose to study in the libraries, which have areas for silent and group study,
desktop computers, laptops for loan, photocopying and printing services. They can also
choose from several computer rooms at each campus where desktop computers are
available with the general and specialist software that supports the courses taught at their
Faculty. Students can also securely connect their own laptops and mobile devices to the
University wireless network.
The University uses a Virtual Learning Environment called Blackboard where students
access their course materials, and can communicate and collaborate with staff and other
students.
Student Affairs provide advice and guidance on accommodation, financial and legal matters,
personal counselling, health and disability issues, careers and the chaplaincy providing
multi-faith guidance. The Student Affairs Hub is located at 101 New Cavendish Street,
Cavendish House (1st Floor), with an additional office located at the Harrow Campus.
http://www.westminster.ac.uk/study/new-students/when-you-arrive
The University of Westminster Students' Union also provides a range of facilities to support
all students during their time at the University. http://www.uwsu.com/
Reference points for the course
Internally
The course has been designed to take account of the University’s mission to provide
education for professional life and to meet the requirements of the University policies on
skills development and employability. The course structure meets the requirements of the
modular frameworks and the academic regulations of the University of Westminster.

Externally
QAA Framework for Higher Education Qualifications
RTPI Initial Statement on Planning Education 2004
Professional body accreditation
MA Urban and Regional Planning is accredited by the Royal Town Planning Institute as a
combined course.
Quality management and enhancement
Course management
The course is in the Department of Transport and Planning within Faculty of Architecture and
the Built Environment. Suzy Nelson is the Course Leader.
Course approval, monitoring and review
The course was initially approved by a University Validation Panel in 2004. The panel
included internal peers from the University and external subject specialists from academia
and industry to ensure the comparability of the course to those offered in other universities
and the relevance to employers. Periodic course review helps to ensure that the curriculum
is up-to-date and that the skills gained on the course continue to be relevant to employers.
The course is monitored each year by the Faculty to ensure it is running effectively and that
issues which might affect the student experience have been appropriately addressed. Staff
will consider evidence about the course, including the outcomes from each Course
Committee, evidence of student progression and achievement and the reports from external
examiners, to evaluate the effectiveness of the course. The Annual Monitoring SubCommittee considers the Faculty action plans resulting from this process and the outcomes
are reported to the Academic Council, which has ov overall responsibility for the
maintenance of quality and standards in the University.

Student involvement in Quality Assurance and Enhancement
Student feedback is important to the University and student views are taken seriously.
Student feedback is gathered in a variety of ways. The most formal mechanism for feedback
on the course is the Course Committee. Student representatives will be elected to sit on the
Committee to represent the views of their peer group in various discussions. The University
and the Students’ Union work together to provide a full induction to the role of the course
committee.
All students are invited to complete a Module Feedback Questionnaire before the end of
each module. The feedback from this will inform the module leader on the effectiveness of
the module and highlight areas that could be enhanced. The University also has an annual
Student Experience Survey, which elicits feedback from students about their course and
University experience.

Students meet with review panels when the periodic review of the course is conducted to
provide oral feedback on their experience on the course. Student feedback from course
committees is part of the Faculty’s’ quality assurance evidence base.
For more information about this course: http://www.westminster.ac.uk/courses/subjects/planninghousing-and-urban-design/postgraduate-courses/full-time/p09fpubp-ma-urban-and-regional-planning

Please note: This programme specification provides a concise summary of the main features of the course and the
learning outcomes that a student might reasonably be expected to achieve and demonstrate if s/he takes full advantage of
the learning opportunities that are provided. This specification should be read in conjunction with the Course Handbook
provided to students and Module Handbooks, which provide more detailed information on the specific learning outcomes,
content, teaching, learning and assessment methods for each module.
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